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1. INTRODUCTION
Three of the most basic properties of a wavelet that reflect its usefulness
are its degree of regularity, the estimation law for its decay over distance,
and the order up to which its moments vanish. The third property is often
an important one in mathematical physics. Perhaps the simplest example
of this can be found in electrostatics. If a charge distribution is expanded
in wavelets}and arbitrarily large-scale wavelets must appear if they have
more vanishing moments than the charge distribution does}then the
expansion induces a multi-scale decomposition of the Coulomb potential
into potentials of wavelets. If the wavelets themselves have compact
support or exponential decay, then their potentials obey an inverse power
law with exponent comparable to the number of vanishing moments. In
this way, the long-distance analysis of a long-range interaction is reduced
to controlling arbitrarily large-scale contributions from interactions that
decay more rapidly in the scale-commensurate sense.
It is clear from this example alone that one would very much like to
increase the number of vanishing moments in the construction of a
wavelet, preferably without spreading it out}i.e., without increasing the
support in the case of a sharply localized wavelet or reducing the exponen-
tial decay rate in the case of an exponentially localized wavelet. This has
actually been done in the former case by Strang, Massopust, Geronimo, et
w xal. through an ingenious use of fractal interpolation functions 1]4 . These
wavelets are more useful}computationally}than their exponentially lo-
calized analogs, but the latter can be constructed from more basic princi-
ples, and in this paper we construct this latter type of wavelet.
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A fundamental theorem on interscale-orthogonal wavelets states that
the degree of smoothness guarantees at least a comparable number of
w xvanishing moments 5 . On the other hand, it appears to be well-estab-
lished by all known constructions that one cannot increase the degree of
w xsmoothness without spreading the wavelet 6]11 . However, the theorem
does not rule out the existence of wavelets that have far more vanishing
moments than derivatives. The simplest example of this theoretical loop-
w xhole is the Federbush basis 12 , which we briefly review here.
We restrict our attention to one dimension for convenience. For a given
positive integer N, there are N q 1 ``mother wavelets'' in the construction
associated with N. They have the form
c x s P 0. x x 2 x q P 1. x x 2 x y 1 , 1.1 .  .  .  .  .  .m m m
i . .where P x are polynomials of degree F N and x is the characteristicm
function for the unit interval. In a word, the basis generated is a polyno-
mial generalization of the Haar basis, but we should say several words.
 .Consider the 2 N q 2 -dimensional space of discontinuous functions sup-
w xported by 0, 1 and equal to polynomials of degree F N on each of the
1 1w .  xsub-intervals 0, and , 1 . Clearly, the space of such functions equal to2 2
 .polynomials on the whole interval is an N q 1 -dimensional subspace.
The functions c are chosen to form an orthonormal basis for them
orthogonal complement of this subspace. This is the crux of the Federbush
scheme, and the beauty of it is that the interscale orthogonality property is
precisely the condition that all moments of order 0, 1, . . . , N vanish. The
 yr .  . w xpoint is that c 2 x y n is a polynomial or zero on m, m q 1 }them
 .support of c x y m }for all positive integers r.m
Remark. A specific choice of the Federbush basis was later constructed
w xindependently by Alpert, Beylkin, Coifman, and Rokhlin 13]15 in the
context of developing fast multi-scale algorithms for computing potential
 .interactions. Some but not all of the N q 1 functions can have even
more vanishing moments, and this was a computational advantage.
What we wish to emphasize about this example is that the mother
wavelets c have the same support as the single mother wavelet for them
Haar basis}and yet the moments of order 0, 1, . . . , N vanish. Since only
the 0th-order moment of the Haar wavelet vanishes, the Federbush basis is
the kind of example that interests us. Indications are that Daubechies
wavelets of the Federbush type also exist}i.e., compactly supported class
C My « wavelets with M q N y 1 vanishing moments and support width
 .0 M . Some of these wavelets have been constructed by Strang, Geronimo,
Massopust, and their cohorts.
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w xThe aim of this paper is to construct Lemarie wavelets 7 of theÂ
Federbush type, and we stick to one dimension throughout our description.
The real obstacle in the case of class C M wavelets is that the interscale
orthogonality is no longer equivalent to the vanishing of moments. Never-
w xtheless, our block spin construction 6 of Lemarie wavelets can be adaptedÂ
to yield wavelets with M q N y 1 vanishing moments. Let
F x s x mx x 1.2 .  .  .m
and check that we have the scaling relation
N N
0. 1.F x s C F 2 x q C F 2 x y 1 , 1.3 .  .  .  . m mn n mn n
ns0 ns0
C 0. s 2ymd , 1.4 .mn mn
¡ mym2 , m G n ,1.  /~ nC s 1.5 .mn ¢0, m - n .
Remark. In most wavelet constructions, there is only one scaling func-
tion, even when there are several mother wavelets. In this construction
there are N q 1 scaling functions, so the coefficients for the scaling
relation are matrices.
5 5 2The crux of our scheme is to minimize w with respect to the2
constraints
nm 1yn.w x f x y n dx s 2 y1 K , 1.6 .  .  .  .H m ml
MMm. 0. 1.K s C q C , 1 F m F M , 1.7 .mn mn mn /  /m m y 1
K 0. s C 0. , 1.8 .mn mn
K Mq1. s C 1. , 1.9 .mn mn
K m. s 0, other m g Z, 1.10 .mn
MÃ Ãf p s x p F p , 1.11 .  .  .  .Ãm m
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where the guiding star is the scaling relation
N
n.f x s K f 2 x y n . 1.12 .  .  . m mn n
n ns0
The solution w is a mother wavelet, and the setl
w 2yr x y 2n : n , r g Z and l s 0, 1, . . . , N 4 .l
is a basis. The functions here are interscale orthogonal but not intrascale
orthogonal. Moments through order M q N vanish.
Remark. The reason for the 2n-translation is that the mother wavelets
we construct are actually associated with the interval 0 F x F 2. This is the
unit-scale convention that this author has always used, but it is not the
usual one.
We immediately give the reason why the functions are interscale orthog-
onal and discuss the vanishing moments in Section 4. One key observation
is that
N
n.w 2 x f x y m dx s K w 2 x f 2 x y 2m y n dx .  .  .  . H Hs m mn s n
n ns0
N1
n.s K w x f x y 2m y n dx .  .  Hmn s n2 n ns0
1.13 .
and therefore
N1 n n n. 1y2 myn.w 2 x f x y m dx s y1 2 K K . 1.14 .  .  .  . H s n mn ns2 n ns0
However, the most important observation is that}although C 0. does not
commute with C 1.}we do have the weighted commutation
N N
n 0. 1. 1. n 1. 0.2 C C s C s 2 C C , 1.15 . mn ns ms mn ns
ns0 ns0
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and this is precisely what we need. Since the K n. are just various linear
combinations of C 0. and C 1., we have the same relation for any pair of
the K n.:
N N
X X
n n. n . n n . n.2 K K s 2 K K . 1.16 . mn ns nn ns
ns0 ns0
 .The immediate consequence is that the sum over n on the r.h.s. of 1.14 is
actually reversed in sign by the mere index change n ¬ 1 y 2m y n. Thus
w 2 x f x y m dx s 0 1.17 .  .  .H s m
for all m and m. The third observation is that the minimizer w isl
automatically orthogonal to anything annihilated by the bounded linear
functionals
w ¬ w x f x y m dx , .  .H m
 .  .  .so in particular, w x is orthogonal to w 2 x . It is easy to extend 1.17 tol s
 r .w 2 x y l for l g Z and positive integers r. This establishes the inter-s
scale orthogonality, and this means the dual basis can be computed scale
by scale.
 .Recall that in the case of ordinary Lemarie wavelets N s 0 theÂ
exponential decay rate of the dual wavelet is half the decay rate of the one
w xthat is initially constructed 8 . Such a simple relationship cannot hold in
the Federbush]Lemarie case, as we shall see in Section 6, where we deriveÂ
the momentum expression for the dual wavelets. We find the momentum
space solution for the w in Section 2 and establish exponential localiza-l
 .tion of w x in Section 3. Naturally this means proving the real analyticityl
 . w xof w p and}as so often happens 16]18 }this in turn involves a subtleÃl
cancellation of poles in the momentum expression. The key in this case is
to control the poles of an inverse matrix expression at the points where the
w xmatrix is singular. This is technically different from 16]18 , where the
matrix to be inverted was singular everywhere with a p-independent kernel
that the matrix algebra in the total p-expression ``missed.''
Although the construction of these wavelets is motivated by the study of
long-range potentials of wavelets, it is very interesting to study how the
exponential decay rate of the wavelet itself is affected by this enhancement
of the vanishing-moment property. In Section 5 we compute this rate of
’ .decay for the M s N s 1 case: it turns out to be ln 3 q 2 2 , while the
’w x  .rate of decay for the M s 1, N s 0 case is known 8 to be ln 2 q 3 .
Thus the decay rate is larger for N s 1 than for N s 0.
An interesting observation about the dual wavelet in the M s N s 1
case is that the rate of exponential decay is equal to that of the original
wavelet in the M s 1, N s 0 case. We show how the dual wavelets are
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constructed in Section 6, but as always, they are obtained from inversion of
the overlap matrix, which, in our case, is given by
S m n. s w x y 2m w x y 2n dx. 1.18 .  .  .Hlk l k
Remember our unit-scale convention: the ``mother-scale'' wavelets are
generated by 2n-translates of our choice of mother wavelets, which are
.splines with integer knots.
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MOTHER WAVELETS
w xOur basic construction tool is constrained minimization 6, 8, 16, 17, 19 ,
which we often refer to as a ``block spin'' construction. It is related to the
w xcomputation of renormalization group transformations 20 but also has
much in common with the multi-scale resolution analysis of Mallat and
w xMeyer 10, 11, 21, 22 . As we have already indicated in the Introduction we
 . 2start with scaling functions as they do , but we minimize the L -norm with
respect to averaging constraints based on the scaling functions.
In this section we fix the index l s 0, 1, . . . , N for the mother wavelet
we construct. We also write our constraints in a way slightly different from
w xthe way they were written in the Introduction. We did this in 6, 8 as well,
because it made the constraints easier to visualize. It turns out to be even
more convenient here.
Let the superscript U denote complex conjugation. Consider the problem
5 5 2of minimizing w with respect to the constraints2
1 Uyin p m 1. 0.Ãw p e F p dp s 2 C d y C d . 2.1 .  .  .Ã  .H m ml n0 ml n1Mp
As usual, we first try to minimize
21 U2 2 yin p m 1. 0.Ã5 5w q a w p e F p dp y 2 C d y C d .  .Ã  . 2 H m ml n0 ml n1M /pn m
2.2 .
for finite a ) 0. The condition on the minimizer is
a 2 1 Uin p yinqÃ Ãw p q F p e w q e F q dq .  .  .  .Ã Ã Hm mM Mp qn m
a 2
m 1. 0. i p Ãs 2 C y C e F p , 2.3 .  . . ml ml mMp m
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which can be solved by the Neumann series
` k k k1k2 2w p s a ya dq .  .Ã       Ha jM  / /  /p js1 js1m nks0 js1j j
=
k 1 Uin q yq .j jy1 j Ã Ãe F q F q .  . m jy1 m j2 M j jqjs1 j
= m 1. 0. i qk Ã2 C y C e F q 2.4 .  . . ml ml m k
m
for sufficiently small a ) 0, where q s p is understood. Clearly,0
` k1k2 2 in p1Ãw p s a ya F p e .  .  .Ã    a mM 1  /p js2n , m nks0 1 1 j
=
k k
b n y n .   m m jy1 jjy 1 j /js2 js2m j
= 2 m C 1.b n y C 0.b n y 1 , 2.5 .  .  .  .ml m m k ml m m kk k
m
1 U yinqÃ Ãb n s F q F q e dq, 2.6 .  .  .  .Hmn m n2 Mq
and so we have
` 1 2pk2 2 in p yin t1 1Ãw p s a ya F p e e .  .  .Ã   Ha mM 1p 0n , mks0 1 1
k m 1. 0. i t= B t 2 C y C e dt . .  . ml mlm m1
m
1 2p2 in p yin t1 1Ãs a F p e e . HmM 1p 0n , m1 1
y12 m 1. 0. i t= 1 q a B t 2 C y C e dt , 2.7 .  . .  . m m ml ml1
m
UÃF t q 2p m .mint ÃB t s b n e s F t q 2p m . 2.8 .  .  .  .mn  mn n2 Mt q 2p m .n m
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The last equation follows from the Poisson summation formula.
a 2 y12 m 1. 0. i pÃw p s F p 1 q a B p 2 C y C e 2.9 .  .  .  .Ã  .  . m ma m ml mlM 11p m , m1
obviously holds for all a ) 0, and the existence of the a s ` limit depends
 .on the invertibility of the matrix B p .
 .LEMMA 2.1. B t is in¨ertible all t f 2p Z.
 .  .Proof. Suppose B t is singular for some t . Then there is an N q 1 -0 0© © .vector ¨ / 0 with B t ¨ s 0. Since0
2© ©ÃF t q 2p m ? ¨ .0© ©¨ ? B t ¨ s , 2.10 .  .0 2 Mt q 2p m .m 0
© ©Ã .it follows that F t q 2p m ? ¨ s 0 for all m. On the other hand, we have0
d m ei p y 1
mÃF p s i .m mdp ip
n mm y1 y1 .  .mmy1 myn i p my1s i i e n ! y i m! nq1 mq1 /n p pns0
n mmy1 mi yip y1 .  .m i p my1s m! y1 e y i m!, 2.11 .  .mq1 mq1n !p pns0
where we have used the index change n ¬ m y n in the last equation.
Consider the rational function
mq1 mq1nmy1 w y1 .  .
i t0Q w s m! e y m! 2.12 .  .m mq1 mq1n !w wns0
and note that
N© ©ÃF t q 2p m ? ¨ s ¨ Q yit y i2p m . 2.13 .  .  .0 m m 0
ms0
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N  .But  ¨ Q z can have only N q 1 zeros, so we have the desiredms0 m m
contradiction unless this linear combination is identically zero. But this
possibility generates the conditions
mq1N m! y1 . li t0e ¨ y l y 1 ! y1 ¨ s 0, 2.14 .  .  . m ly1m q 1 y l ! .msly1
© i t0which annihilates the components of ¨ by recursion, provided e / 1
 .which is assumed .
We still have to show that the singularities remaining in the momentum
expression are removable, if we expect to show that our solution w has`
exponential decay in position space. We have to control the behavior of an
inverse matrix close to the points p s 2p n where the invertibility breaks
down, and we accomplish this in the next section.
3. REAL ANALYTICITY IN MOMENTUM SPACE
We now consider the singularities p s 2p n, and we find it convenient
to write our momentum expression for w as`
MM y1yi p Ãw p s x p e y 1 F p A p .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã  .` m m m1 1
m , m1
= 2 m C 1. y C 0.ei p , 3.1 . .ml ml
< i t < 2 MA t s e y 1 B t .  .mn mn
U2 M Ã Ãs x t q 2p m F t q 2p m F t q 2p m .  .  .Ã m n
m
UÃ Ãs f t q 2p m f t q 2p m . 3.2 .  .  . m n
m
We now have a matrix-valued function that is continuous everywhere and
still invertible for t f 2p Z. The serious issue to be addressed is that
det A 2p n s 0, n g Z, 3.3 .  .
and we need to know the behavior of
y1y1A t s det A t adj A t 3.4 .  .  .  . .
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for t close to 2p n. Clearly,
U 2 MA t y f t y 2p n f t y 2p n s 0 t y 2p n , m , n / 0, .  .  .  . .mn m n
3.5 .
 .for such values of t, because the m / yn terms in 3.2 have zeros at
t s 2p n that are of multiplicity 2 M. Similarly,
U 2 Mq1Ã ÃA t y f t y 2p n f t y 2p n s 0 t y 2p n , m / 0, .  .  .  . .m0 m 0
3.6 .
2 2 Mq2ÃA t y f t y 2p n s 0 t y 2p n . 3.7 .  .  .  . .00 0
On the other hand,
N
sgn p
det A t s y1 A t .  .  .  .mp m 
ms0pgSNq1
sgn ps y1 . 
 4 pgSL; 0, 1, . . . , N Nq1
=
UÃ ÃA t y f t y 2p n f t y 2p n .  .  . .mp m  /m p  m .
mfL
=
UÃ Ãf t y 2p n f t y 2p n .  .  /m p  m .
mgL
' det AL , n t . 3.8 .  .
 4L; 0, 1, . . . , N
L , n .Since the rows of A t that lie in L are proportional, the determinant
< <vanishes for L G 2, so we have the reduction
N
n 4 , ndet A t s det A t .  .
ns0
N
sgn ps y1 . 
ns0 pgSNq1
=
UÃ ÃA t y f t y 2p n f t y 2p n .  .  . .mp m  /m p  m .
m/n
=
UÃ Ãf t y 2p n f t y 2p n . 3.9 .  .  .n p n .
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Combining this with the estimates above, we conclude:
THEOREM 3.1. For t close to 2p n,
2 M Ndet A t s 0 t y 2p n . 3.10 .  .  . .
These are the zeros in the denominator of the momentum expression
that must be cancelled. Since the n s 0 case turns out to be distinctive, we
assume first that n / 0. Then
x p s 0 p y 2p n , 3.11 .  .  .Ã
and so
MM 2 Myi px p e y 1 s 0 p y 2p n . 3.12 .  .  .  .Ã  .
On the other hand,
 .2 M Ny1adj A p s 0 p y 2p n 3.13 .  .  . .  .mn
by the same reasoning as above. Hence
y1 y2 MA p s 0 p y 2p n , 3.14 .  .  . .  .mn
and we have the desired cancellation. We have only the n s 0 case to
consider before we have proven:
THEOREM 3.2. w has exponential decay.`
Proof. The remaining obstacle is to control the momentum expression
for p close to 0, and the problem is that
x 0 s 1. 3.15 .  .Ã
 .Mx p plays a more subtle role in the cancellation now. Moreover, for aÃ
reason that will be clear in Section 3, we cannot afford to burn up the
factors
Myi p Me y 1 s 0 p 3.16 .  . .
at p s 0. All of the cancellation must come from
M Ã Ãx p F p adj A p s f p adj A p .  .  .  .  . .  .Ã m m m m m m1 11 1
m m1 1
s det A m . p , 3.17 .  .
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 m . .  .where A p is the matrix obtained from A p by replacing the mth row
Ã m1qm .    ..  .with the entries f p , 0 F m F N since adj A p is y1 timesm 1 m m1 1
.the mm th minor . Consider the same differences1
U X2 Mqd qd0m m 0X Ã Ã 1XA p y f p f p s 0 p 3.18 .  .  .  . .mm m m1 1
for mX / m that were considered above. In this case,
sgn p m . X X Ãdet A p s y1 A p f p .  .  .  . .m p m  p  m .
X
m /mpgSNq1
sgn p U
X X Ã ÃXs y1 A p y f p f p .  .  .  . .m p m   /m m1X
m /mpgSNq1
= Ãf p 3.19 .  .p  m .
 4  4because if we expand in subsets L ; 0, 1, . . . , N _ m , the L / f terms
are determinants of matrices with at least one row proportional to the mth
row, so only the L s f term does not vanish. Hence
det A m . p s 0 p2 M N , 3.20 .  . .
and the cancellation at p s 0 is accomplished. Given these arguments, it is
now easy to see that the momentum expression for w is analytic on some`
strip centered around the real axis. The only possible poles in the complex
 .plane are zeros of det A p , and we have shown that these zeros con-
 .tribute no poles on the real axis. Since A p is periodic, we can therefore
obtain a lower bound on the width of the neighborhood of analyticity
about the real axis.
 .The degree of regularity for w x is obvious from the momentum`
expression. Since
1ÃF p s 0 3.21 .  .m1  /p
 .M My«for large p, the factor x p yields class C smoothness in positionÃ
space.
4. VANISHING MOMENTS AND INTERSCALE
ORTHOGONALITY
We now determine the number of vanishing moments, which motivated
this construction. Recall that in the last section we removed the singularity
at p s 0 without using the factors
Myi p Me y 1 s 0 p , 4.1 .  . .
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so we know that at least the moments of order 0, 1, . . . , M y 1 vanish. The
point is that there are more vanishing moments, and the easiest way to see
this is to examine the construction instead of the momentum expression.
THEOREM 4.1. For k s 0, 1, . . . , M q N y 1,
w x x k dx s 0. 4.2 .  .H `
Proof. Because of the vanishing moments we clearly do have, we know
that at least
w p s 0 p M 4.3 .  . .Ã`
for small p. Let g be defined by
1
g p s w p , 4.4 .  .  .Ã Ã`Mp
 .which is analytic on a strip centered on the real axis. Hence g x has
exponential decay as well as class C 2 My« smoothness. We need to show
that
g x x k dx s 0, k s 0, 1, . . . , N. 4.5 .  .H
But the averaging constraints satisfied by w imply`
g x x k dx s g x x x y n x k dx .  .  .H H
n
k
k kyms n g x F x y n dx .  .  H mm /
n ms0
k 1 Uk kym yin p Ãs n w p e F p dp .  .Ã  H ` mMm / pn ms0
k
k kym m 1. 0.s n 2 C d y C d .  ml n0 ml n1m /
n ms0
k
kk 1. m 0.s 2 C y 2 Ck l mlm /
ms0
s 0, 4.6 .
 .  .where the last equality follows from 1.4 and 1.5 in the Introduction.
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We have already discussed the issue of interscale orthogonality in the
Introduction. Clearly, the constraints we have used can be written in the
form
MUM Mylyin p mÃw p e x p F p dp s 2 y1 .  .  .  .Ã Ã H  /m
ls0
M 1. 0.= C d y C d , .ml nql , 0 ml nql , 1 /l
4.7 .
which reduces, case by case, to
2 mC 1. , n s yM ,ml
Mq n Mqny1 MMm 1. m 0.2 y1 C y 2 y1 C , yM - n F 0, .  .ml ml /  /yn 1 y n
Mm 0.y2 y1 C , n s 1, . ml
0, other n.
Thus
U Mqnyin p 1yn.Ãw p e f p dp s y1 K . 4.8 .  .  .  .ÃH m ml
5. EXPONENTIAL DECAY RATE FOR N s M s 1
As we have already mentioned in the Introduction, there is the interest-
ing question of how the exponential localization is affected by our vanish-
ing-moment enhancement of the wavelet construction. We initiate the
investigation here by examining the N s M s 1 case, but the answer
depends on finding the roots of polynomials given by determinants of
w xmatrix arrays of Euler]Frobenius polynomials 23 . The mother wavelet wl
has the position space representation
N
n.w x s G f x y n , 5.1 .  .  . l lm m1 1
n m s01
N
2p My1n. yin p m 1. 0. i p yi pG s c e 2 C y C e A p e y 1 dp .  . . .Hlm ml ml m m1 10 ms0
5.2 .
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 .for arbitrary M and N because A p is periodic. The mn th entry of this
matrix is given by a variation on the familiar class of trigonometric
polynomials.
d m U2 M nymA p s x p q 2p m i x p q 2p m .  .  .Ã Ãmn  mdpm
=
dn
x p q 2p m . 5.3 .  .Ãndp
 .The entry A p yields the familiar class indexed by M, but the denomi-00
nator we get in the integrand when we invert the whole matrix is the
 .determinant of A p , which is much more complicated. In principle, this
determinant can be written as a polynomial in z s ei p, so the computation
n. w xof the coefficients G can be done by residues. As in 8 , the exponentiallm1
decay rate of the mother wavelet is
1
r s ln , 5.4 . /< <a0
where a is a root of the polynomial which has the largest modulus among0
the roots in the unit disk's interior.
 .We now focus on the N s M s 1 case. Thus A p is the 2 = 2 matrix
 . J p q 2p m withm
dU4 2
x p i x p x p x p .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã
dp
J p s . . 2d dU2 2yi x p x p x p x p x p .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
dp dp
5.5 .
We compute
16 sin4 1r2 p . .
J p s , 5.6.0.0 .  .00 4p
4 ei p y 1 sin2 1r2 p 16 sin4 1r2 p .  .  . .  .
J p s q , 5.6.0.1 .  .01 4 5p ip
U
J p s J p , 5.6.1.0 .  .  .10 01
4 sin2 1r2 p 8 sin p sin2 1r2 p 16 sin4 1r2 p .  .  . .  .  .
J p s y q . . 11 4 5 6p p p
5.6.1.1 .
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  .2 .Using the familiar trigonometric formulas for  1r p q 2p m and itsm
w x  .derivatives 24 to calculate the entries of the matrix A p , we obtain
2 1 12A p s cos p q , 5.7.0.0 .  . .00 3 2 3
1 1 1 1 1 12A p s y cos p y y i cos p sin p , 5.7.0.1 .  . .  .  .01 3 2 6 6 2 2
U
A p s A p , 5.7.1.0 .  .  .10 01
2 1 72A p s cos p q , 5.7.1.1 .  . .11 15 2 60
where obvious identities such as
ei p y 1 s cos p y 1 q i sin p , 5.8 .  .
1 1sin p s 2 cos p sin p , 5.9 . .  .2 2
121 y cos p s 2 sin p 5.10 . .2
have reduced the expressions. Finally,
1 1 12 q cos p y 2 q cos p y i sin p .  .3 6 12
A p s . 1 1 1 11y 2 q cos p q i sin p cos p q .6 12 15 60
5.11 .
and therefore
1 2det A p s cos p y 4 cos p q 3 . 5.12 .  . .720
Clearly the factors are cos p y 1 and cos p y 3. The former has zeros 2p n
of multiplicity 2, as expected from the analysis in Section 3, and it
 .contributes no pole to the integrand of 5.2 . The residues in the contour
integration are due to the zeros of the polynomial
1 y1 22 z z q z y 3 s z y 6 z q 1 5.13 .  . .2
obtained from the substitution z s ei p. But the root in the interior of the
’unit disk is 3 y 2 2 , so
1 ’r s ln s ln 3 q 2 2 . 5.14 . . /’3 y 2 2
This is the exponential decay rate.
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6. THE DUAL BASIS
Since our basis of wavelets is only interscale orthogonal, we need the
dual basis when we expand a function in these wavelets. On the other
hand, the dual basis is computed scale by scale, so we may consider only
w xthe unit scale without loss. Following the same derivation 8 that we
carried out in the Lemarie case, we first consider the overlap matrixÂ
2pm n. i2myn. tS s e W t dt , 6.1 .  .Hlk lk
0
U
W t s w t q p l w t q p l . 6.2 .  .  .  .Ã Ãlk l k
l
 .This expression is an immediate consequence of 1.17 in the Introduction.
 .We decompose 6.2 into even and odd p-multiple translates:
W t s W 0. t q W 0. t q p , 6.3 .  .  .  .lk lk lk
0. < yi t < 2 M XW t s e y 1 A t .  . m m lk 1 1
X X
m , m m , m1 1
U
Xy1 y1 mqm 1. 0. i t
X X= A t A t 2 C y C e .  . .  .  .ml mlm m m m1 1
= C X1. y C X0. eyi t .m k m k
y12 Myi t mqm 1. 0. i t1< <s e y 1 A t 2 C y C e . .  . ml mlm m1
m , m1
= C 1. y C 0. eyi t . 6.4 . .m k m k1 1
  .4The dual basis u ?y 2m is given byl
 .m ny1u x y 2m s S w x y 2n , 6.5 .  .  .  . lkl k
n , k
and the task is to derive a momentum expression that makes the correla-
tion lengths of u computable.l
We begin by introducing the convenient notation
E s 2 md , 6.6 .mn mn
C t s E C 1. y eitC 0. , 6.7 .  .  .
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 .so that we may write our Eq. 6.4 as a matrix equation,
² U² y12 M0. yi t< <W t s e y 1 C t A t C t , 6.8 .  .  .  .  . .
 .where the superscript ² denotes transpose. On the other hand, 2.11
implies
nm n ! y1 m! .m mi pÃF p s y1 e y .  . m nq1 mq1 /n ip ip .  .ns0
N n !m nUi ps e y1 C p y1 . 6.9 .  .  .  .mn nq1ip .ns0
If we set
m n
L t s y1 C t y1 , 6.10 .  .  .  .  .mn mn
then we may write
© U ©i pÃF p s e L p v p , 6.11 .  .  .  .
n !
v p s . 6.12 .  .n nq1ip .
 .Combining this with 3.2 , we obtain
1 ²M 2 M UA t s 4 sin t L t G t L t , 6.13 .  .  .  .  . /2
1 U
G p s v p q 2p l v p q 2p l , 6.14 .  .  .  .mn  m n2 Mp q 2p l .l
and so
U² ² U² y1 y1 y10.W t s C t L t G t L t C t . 6.15 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
Now to compare the momentum expression of w and u , we may firstl l
 .write 3.1 as the matrix equation
² ©MM ² y1© yi p ÃÃw p s x p e y 1 C p A p F p 6.16 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ã  .
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and reduce it to
²MM ² y1© 1yM i p yi p 2 MÃw p s 4 e x p e y 1 csc p C p L p .  .  .  .  .Ã  .  .2
=
²y1 ©G p v p 6.17 .  .  . .
 .  .  .via 6.11 and 6.13 . On the other hand, we can write 6.5 in momentum
space,
² ©MM y1 ² y1© yi p ÃÃu p s x p e y 1 W p C p A p F p 6.18 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ã  .
and this becomes
MM© 1yM i p yi p 2 MÃu p s 4 e x p e y 1 csc p .  .  .Ã  .2
²y1 ² y10. 0.= W p q W p q p C p L p .  .  .  . .
=
²y1 ©G p v p .  . .
MM 1yM i p yi p 2 Ms 4 e x p e y 1 csc p .  .Ã  .2
U Uy1 ²
= C p q p L p q p G p q p .  .  . .
U UU Uy1 y1 ²
= L p C p C p q p L p q p G p q p .  .  .  .  . .  .
²² ² y1 ²qG p L p C p C p q p .  .  .  . .
=
y1²y1 ©L p q p v p , 6.19 .  .  . .
 .y1where the last step eliminates the occurrence of all G t from the
 .  .brackets. Since C t and C s commute, we can eliminate the appearance
of all inverses in the brackets to obtain
MM© 1yM i p yi p 2 MÃu p s 4 e x p e y 1 csc p .  .  .Ã  .2
U Uy1 ² ² ²
= C p q p L p q p G p q p L p q p C p .  .  .  .  . .
U Uy1 ©= H p q H p q p C p q p L p v p , 6.20 .  .  .  .  .  .
U U ² ² ²H p s C p q p L p G p L p C p q p . 6.21 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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This completes our derivation of the momentum expression for the dual
mother wavelets u . The correlation length of u is determined by the setl l
of those zeros of
det H p q H p q p .  .
  .y1 .U  .that are not on the real axis. We can disregard C p q p in 6.20
because
Nq1U yi pdet C p q p s 1 q e , 6.22 .  .  .
which has zeros only on the real axis. The point here is that all singulari-
 .ties of 6.20 on the real axis can be shown to be removable by the same
kind of arguments that were employed in Section 3.
Unlike the case of ordinary Lemarie wavelets, this case does not dictateÂ
the correlation length of the dual wavelet to be twice the correlation
 .length of the wavelet directly constructed. On one hand, 6.14 reduces to
1
mynG p s i m!n ! . mn  mqnq2 Mq2p q 2p l .l
mqn myn 2 Mqmqn1 y1 i m!n ! d 1 .
2s csc p 6.23 .2 Mqmqn  /4 2 M q m q n q 1 ! 2dp .
and the correlation length of w is determined by the set of zeros ofl
 .det G p . On the other hand, the relation between this set and the set of
 .  .zeros of the determinant of H p q H p q p is not clear at all. We
spend the remainder of this section computing the correlation length of ul
for the case M s N s 1.
 .To the extent of obtaining the matrix elements of G p , we have already
analyzed this case in Section 5. By the double angle formulas, we have
1 1² 6G p s csc p .  /1920 2
=
20 1 y cos p cos p q 2 i5 sin p cos p q 5 .  .  .
.2yi5 sin p cos p q 5 cos p q 13 cos p q 16 .
6.24 .
Now clearly,
i p1 y e 0C p s , 6.25 .  .i p1 1 y e
i p1 y e 0L p s , 6.26 .  .i py1 1 y e
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so we have
i sin p 0U U yi pC p q p L p s 2 e , 6.27 .  .  .y1 i sin p
yi sin p y1² ² i pL p C p q p s 2 e . 6.28 .  .  .0 yi sin p
We may now write everything in terms of z s ei p, so we have the analytic
extensions
2
U U z y 1 0y2C p q p L p ¬ z , .  . 2y2 z z y 1
21 y z y2 z² ²L p C p q p ¬ , .  . 20 1 y z
1 z6²G p ¬ y . 62120 z y 1 .
2 2 2 220 2 z y z y 1 4 z q z q 1 5 z y 1 10 z q z q 1 . .  . .
= .22 2 2 2 2y5 z y 1 10 z q z q 1 z q 1 q 26 z z q 1 q 64 z . .  .  .
Matrix multiplication yields the analytic extension
1 z4
00 01 10 11H p ¬ y H z q H z q H z q H z , .  .  .  .  . .52120 z y 1 .
0 0200 2 2H z s y80 z z y 1 z q 4 z q 1 , 6.29.0.0 .  .  .  .0 1
H 01 z s y z2 y 1 .  .
=
0 0
, 6.29.0.1 .2 2 2 240 z z y 1 z q 4 z q 1 y10 z z y 1 z q 10 z q 1 .  .  . .
2 20 40 z z y 1 z q 4 z q 1 .  .10 2H z s z y 1 , 6.29.1.0 .  .  .
2 20 10 z z y 1 z q 10 z q 1 . .
211 2H z s y z y 1 .  .
2 2 2 2y20 z y 1 z q 4 z q 1 5 z y 1 z q 10 z q 1 .  .  . .
= .22 2 2 2 2y5 z y 1 z q 10 z q 1 z q 1 q 26 z z q 1 q 64 z . .  .  .
6.29.1.1 .
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Now as we have already pointed out, the same analysis that was carried out
 .in Section 3 shows that the singularities of u p on the real axis areÃl
removable, so the zeros and poles of
det H p q H p q p .  .
on the real axis are irrelevant. Hence, the zeros and poles of
41 z X X
ii iidet y H z q H yz .  . .62 X120 z y 1 . i , i
< <on the unit circle z s 1 are irrelevant, and so we may consider
det H ii
X
z q H ii
X
yz .  . .
X
i , i
without loss. The powers of z may be discarded, since the z s 0 root is a
.contribution corresponding to compact support anyway. Extracting even
ii
X .powers of z, we can easily calculate the matrix expression for H z q
ii
X .H yz . The determinant of the sum of these matrix expressions is
slightly complicated at first glance, but it reduces to
det H ii
X
z q H ii
X
yz .  . .
X
i , i
42 8 6 4 2s 10 z y 1 z q 80 z q 926 z q 80 z q 1 . 6.30 .  .  .
 2 .4Since the factor z y 1 is irrelevant, we have reduced the problem to
finding the zeros of
z8 q 80 z6 q 926 z 4 q 80 z 2 q 1 s z 4 q 66 z 2 q 1 z 4 q 14 z 2 q 1 . .  .
6.31 .
The solutions of
z 4 q 14 z 2 q 1 s 0 6.32 .
inside the unit disk are
’’z s "i 7 y 4 3 , 6.33 .
while those of
z 4 q 66 z 2 q 1 s 0 6.34 .
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are complex numbers with a smaller modulus:
’’z s "i 33 y 8 17 . 6.35 .
Hence
1 1 ’ ’r s ln s ln 7 q 4 3 s ln 2 q 3 , 6.36 . .  . / 2’’7 y 4 3
and so we have the exponential decay rate as claimed in the Introduction.
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